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origiNal CompoSitioN:

Tell Me a Story ............................................. Doug Harbin (Concordia College) 

Debora Harris, contrabass flute
Sonja Bosca-Harasim, viola

Electronics

Tell Me a Story was written in 2019 in collaboration with visual artist, J_______. 
After many years studying music as a performer and composer, J_______’s life took an 

unexpected turn when a traumatic brain injury put a halt to her professional activity. During her 
recovery period, J_____ frequently turned to creating visual art after discovering that this immediate, 
more tangible and tactile art form helped greatly with some of the troubling symptoms of her 
traumatic brain injury. 

J______’s artwork Tell Me a Story uses alcohol inks and is coated with a clear resin. All the colors 
of the rainbow swirl to create a vivid, abstract image. In this musical composition, electronic sounds 
of flutes, strings, and gongs join the live musicians producing a dramatic tone poem where the 
listener is invited to imagine their own story. The work utilizes a systematic method of composition 
called the “Take-Away System” and is heavily influenced by the numbers 7 and 8.

As J_____ has continued in her healing process, she has recently been able to return to 
composing music. The opening motive heard at the beginning of the piece is taken from her recent 
song “Love is All.” 

ShowCaSe performaNCe:

Pianobells (2012) ............................................................................ Zhou Long

Xinshuang Jin (Florida State University), piano

Zhou Long (b.1953) is an internationally recognized American-Chinese composer. Because his 
unique experiences in both eastern and western cultures, his compositions merge the essences of 
eastern and western musical traditions to transcend cultural and musical boundaries. In the solo 
piano work Pianobells (2012), Zhou Long combines national style of China such as pentatonic 
scales and symbolism of Chinese poetry with avant-garde style including glissando inside the piano 
and clusters, which seamlessly brings together the aesthetic concepts and musical elements of the 
East and West.

Pianobells was inspired by two ancient Chinese poems. The first poetry line Zhou Long refers to 
is “Upon the Mountains of Plenty, Nine Bells ring with Knowledge of the Frost” from The Classic of 
Mountains and Seas, a Chinese classic book from pre-Qin Dynasty (221 to 206 BC). Corresponds 
the Nine Bells in the first poetry, the music starts in 9/4 meter. The glissando inside the piano and 
the palm struck in the low registers create deep sound waves imitating the “Mighty Bells.”

The second poem that inspired Zhou Long is called “Listening to Jun, the Monk from Sichuan, 
Plucking the Transverse Lute.” by the Tang poet Li Bai (701–762). Li Bai used frost bells as a symbol 
for the union of heaven and earth in his poetry. Zhou Long uses fast running passages and repetitive 
chords in the high register in Pianobells to represent “Frost Bells.” 
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origiNal CompoSitioN:

pOwer trIo ...................................... Alex Burtzos (University of Central Florida) 

George Weremchuk, Alto Saxophone
Will Daniels, Piano

Thad Anderson, Percussion

pOwer trIo takes as its basic musical element the on/off dichotomy of “The Clapper” — the sound-
activated light which became a minor phenomenon in the United States in the mid-1990s. Strong, 
unpredictable rhythmic events toggle different materials into motion, eventually morphing the 
texture into something approaching crazed bebop. This is followed by a complete crashing down of 
the musical structure, followed by a surprisingly pensive conclusion. 

ShowCaSe performaNCeS:

A Cry from an Indian Wife (2015) .................................................... Ian Cusson 

Carolyn Hart (Wheaton College), soprano
Daniel Paul Horn (Wheaton College), piano

Ian Cusson is a Canadian composer of art song, opera and orchestral works. Of Métis and French 
Canadian descent, his works explore the Canadian Indigenous experience, including the history 
of the Métis people, the hybridity of mixed-racial identity, and the intersection of Western and 
Indigenous cultures. 

Ian is the recipient the National Aboriginal Achievement Award, and grants through the Canada 
Council, Ontario Arts Council and the Toronto Arts Council. He was Composer-in-Residence 
with the National Arts Centre Orchestra from 2017–2019 and is Composer-in-Residence for the 
Canadian Opera Company for 2019–2021. 

A Cry from an Indian Wife was first premiered in Toronto January 2017 and is a setting of E. 
Pauline Johnson (1861–1913) who is of Mohawk descent. The poem was published in 1885 and 
was one of the first about colonial injustices written from an Indigenous perspective for a white 
Canadian audience. Here, Johnson complicates notions of Nationalism and Indigenous identity. 
Writing about the Red River and Northwest Resistance from the viewpoint of an Indigenous woman 
whose husband goes to fight white Canadian forces, Johnson explores the conflicted psychology of 
a person attempting to sympathize with the enemy.

My forest brave, my Red-skin love, farewell; 
We may not meet tomorrow; who can tell 
What mighty ills befall our little band, 
Or what you’ll suffer from the white man’s hand? 
Here is your knife! I thought ‘twas sheathed for aye. 
No roaming bison calls for it today; 
No hide of prairie cattle will it maim; 
The plains are bare, it seeks a nobler game: 
‘Twill drink the life-blood of a soldier host. 
Go; rise and strike, no matter what the cost. 
Yet stay. Revolt not at the Union Jack, 
Nor raise Thy hand against this stripling pack 
Of white-faced warriors, marching West to quell 
Our fallen tribe that rises to rebel. 
They all are young and beautiful and good; 
Curse to the war that drinks their harmless blood. 
Curse to the fate that brought them from the East 
To be our chiefs — to make our nation least 
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That breathes the air of this vast continent. 
Still their new rule and council is well meant. 
They but forget we Indians owned the land 
From ocean unto ocean; that they stand 
Upon a soil that centuries agone 
Was our sole kingdom and our right alone. 
They never think how they would feel to-day, 
If some great nation came from far away, 
Wresting their country from their hapless braves, 
Giving what they gave us — but wars and graves. 
Then go and strike for liberty and life, 
And bring back honour to your Indian wife. 
Your wife? Ah, what of that, who cares for me? 
Who pities my poor love and agony? 
What white-robed priest prays for your safety here, 
As prayer is said for every volunteer 
That swells the ranks that Canada sends out? 
Who prays for vict’ry for the Indian scout? 
Who prays for our poor nation lying low? 
None — therefore take your tomahawk and go. 
My heart may break and burn into its core, 
But I am strong to bid you go to war. 
Yet stay, my heart is not the only one 
That grieves the loss of husband and of son; 
Think of the mothers o’er the inland seas; 
Think of the pale-faced maiden on her knees; 
One pleads her God to guard some sweet-faced child 
That marches on toward the North-West wild. 
The other prays to shield her love from harm, 
To strengthen his young, proud uplifted arm. 
Ah, how her white face quivers thus to think, 
Your tomahawk his life’s best blood will drink. 
She never thinks of my wild aching breast, 
Nor prays for your dark face and eagle crest 
Endangered by a thousand rifle balls, 
My heart the target if my warrior falls. 
O! coward self I hesitate no more; 
Go forth, and win the glories of the war. 
Go forth, nor bend to greed of white men’s hands, 
By right, by birth we Indians own these lands, 
Though starved, crushed, plundered, lies our nation low... 
Perhaps the white man’s God has willed it so. 

– E. Pauline Johnson (Mohawk: Tekahionwake) (1861–1913)
The text is based on the events of the battle of Cut Knife Creek during the Riel Rebellion. 
First published by Charles G.D. Roberts in the Toronto magazine, The Week, in 1885.



Little Black Book ......................................................................... Susan LaBarr
   John
 Vince
 Steve

Loralee Songer (Taylor University), mezzo-soprano
Perry Mears (Davenport, Iowa), piano

Little Black Book: A Song Cycle That Fails the Bechdel Test represents a true collaboration between 
composer, librettist, and performer. Commissioned by the performer for her Carnegie Hall debut 
in October 2019, the text was fashioned by Caitlin Vincent as a combination of both hers and the 
performer’s romantic histories, seamlessly blending their separate stories into a unified tale, by turns 
funny and poignant, that highlights the struggle to find love in the digital age. Composer Susan 
LaBarr’s setting of the story, which alternates soaring lyricism with patter songs and musical theatre-
inspired idioms, highlights the humor and pathos of the texts. 

The Bechdel test is a measure of the representation of women in fiction. The test examines 
whether or not two women who talk to each other discuss something other than a man. Passing or 
failing the Bechdel test does not indicate how well women are portrayed in a particular work, but 
rather, it is used to call attention to gender inequality in the film and fiction genres. 

Due to time constraints, only three excerpts from the cycle will be performed.

origiNal CompoSitioN:

Sonata No 1 “Antithetical References” ..............................................................
.................................... Valentin M. Bogdan (Mississippi University for Women) 

Valentin M. Bogdan, piano

Sonata No. 1 “Antithetical References” was created by the exploration of the two main attributes 
of the sonata form: balance and contrast. While the idea of balance is accomplished, quite simply, 
by an even layout of the thematic material as far as duration is concerned, the contrast between 
the thematic material represents the more interesting aspect of this work. The listener will observe 
contrast of dynamics (loud main theme, soft second theme), contrast of registers where these two 
themes are played, contrast of tempi (fast, tempestuous main theme vs. slow, pensive secondary 
theme), and, overall, contrast of overall mood. Throughout the sonata, the themes are introduced 
separately, and then pit against one another; they are truncated, and also expanded in order to 
serve as the basis for additional musical materials. The concept of contrast, of antithesis, is present 
throughout the entire piece, and it becomes the main pillar on which this work is built.
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Anderson, Thad
Thad Anderson is a percussionist, composer, and educator. He is the coordinator of percussion at the 
University of Central Florida.

Bogdan, Valentin M.
Pianist and composer Valentin Mihai Bogdan serves as Associate Professor of Music at Mississippi 
University for Women. His compositions were performed internationally at the Assisi Festival of 
Performing Arts (Italy), Moscow Composers’ House (Moscow, Russia), Prokofiev Museum (Moscow, 
Russia), Spectrum Festival (Kazan, Russia), Sala Patria (Brasov, Romanian),Transilvania University Concert 
Series (Romania). In the US, some of most significant performances are at Festival Miami, Music at MOCA 
Concert Series, 2017 International Trumpet Guild Conference, the Oregon Bach Festival, and at new 
music concerts hosted The College Music Society, NACUSA, the Society of Composers Inc.

His music was premiered by musicians of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra,, Grambling State 
University Wind Ensemble, Black Bayou Brass Trio, and the AWC Wind Ensemble. He has has 
fulfilled commissions by trumpet virtuosi James Zingara, Randall Sorensen, the University of Alabama 
Birmingham Trumpet Ensemble, the Starkville–MSU Symphony, the AWC Concert Band, and Dranoff 
Two Piano Foundation of Miami. He was the winner of an Artist Fellowship from the Mississippi 
Arts Commission (2018). Valentin was named the 2010 Florida State Music Teachers Association 
commissioned composer of the year, and the 2015 Mississippi Music Teachers Association commissioned 
composer. As a pianist, he has won awards at national and international competitions, and he has 
performed in Europe, Asia, and North America, including France, England, Netherlands, Italy, Poland, 
Bulgaria, Romania, Jordan, Canada, and the US. He is a graduate of Wayne State University, Michigan 
State University and University of Miami, with degrees in piano and music composition.

Bosca-Harasim, Sonja
Sonja Bosca-Harasim, performer and educator, is Assistant Professor of Violin and Viola at Concordia 
College in Moorhead, MN, where she is Co-Founder and Director of the Concordia String Preparatory 
Program and serves as String Area Coordinator. Bosca-Harasim maintains an active performance career 
internationally, nationally and locally and is the newly appointed Concertmaster of the Fargo-Moorhead 
Symphony Orchestra. She has performed at numerous preeminent music festivals, including serving 
as Acting Principal 2nd Violin at the Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary Music in Santa Cruz, CA. A 
sought-after pedagogue and chamber music coach, Bosca-Harasim is Co-Director of the North Star String 
Chamber Music Festival and Symposium at Concordia and serves on the faculty of Dakota Chamber 
Music, International Music Camp and Soiva Music Camp.

Burtzos, Alex
Alex Burtzos is an American composer and conductor based in New York City and Orlando, FL. His 
music has been performed across four continents. Alex has collaborated with some of the world’s 
foremost contemporary musicians and ensembles, including JACK Quartet, Yarn/Wire, Contemporaneous, 
ETHEL, loadbang, Jenny Lin, RighteousGIRLS, and many others. He is the founder and artistic director 
of ICEBERG New Music, a New York-based composers’ collective, and the conductor of the hip-hop/
classical chamber orchestra ShoutHouse.

As a composer, Alex is committed to pursuing artistic expression unconstrained by boundaries 
of school or style. His work often incorporates elements of the 20th Century avant-garde, jazz, rock, 
metal, and hip-hop alongside or against classical/preclassical structures and sounds, justifying these 
juxtapositions with a great depth of musical ideas and extra-musical knowledge. Alex’s music takes as its 
basis and provides commentary on a diverse array of subject matter, from early colonial history to recent 
events, from Shakespeare’s tragedies to naughty text messages. His unique approach has earned him 
accolades and awards from organizations around the world.

Alex exclusively conducts contemporary repertoire and has given over 40 world and regional 
premieres by emerging and established composers. As conductor of ShoutHouse, he blends elements 
of jazz and classical conducting styles to cultivate a unified, engaging sound that’s “incomparable to 
anything existing.” (Culture Trip)

Alex holds a DMA from Manhattan School of Music, where his primary teachers were Reiko Fueting 
and Mark Stambaugh. He is the Chair of Composition Studies at the University of Central Florida.

ComPosers & Performers



ComPosers & Performers

Daniels, Will
Will Daniels is a performing pianist, teacher, and accompanist in Orlando, FL. He holds an M.A. in piano 
performance from the University of Central Florida and is the pianist for Alterity Chamber Orchestra.

Harbin, Doug
Doug Harbin (b. 1980) is a composer, performer, and educator residing in Moorhead, Minnesota. He 
composes acoustic and electroacoustic music and his works have been performed throughout the 
world including Australia, Canada, China, England, Finland, South Korea, and the United States. His 
music incorporates his affinity for mathematics in a method he calls the ‘Take-Away System’, which 
applies modular arithmetic over a finite set. He is interested in using systematic music as the source of a 
composition where the aesthetics of the performer(s) or audience can affect variables within the method. 

His pieces have been included in regional, national and international conferences by the Society of 
Composers Inc., College Music Society, ClarinetFest, Flute New Music Consortium, and the CFAMC. 
Many renown ensembles have performed his works including the American Contemporary Ensemble, 
Arizona Contemporary Music Ensemble, Arizona State University Symphonic Orchestra, Cantata Profana, 
The Concordia Orchestra, Mercian Piano Trio, Ohio New Music Ensemble, Soprani Compagni, and the 
St. Lawrence String Quartet. 

He holds degrees from Arizona State University (DMA music composition), Ball State University (MM 
music composition) and Taylor University (BA in mathematics and BM in music composition) and has 
been on faculty at several institutions including Arizona State University, Grand Canyon University, 
Mesa Community College, and Taylor University. He is currently Assistant Professor of Music Theory and 
Composition at Concordia College (Moorhead, MN) and on faculty with the Soiva International Music 
Camp.

Harris, Debora
Flutist Debora Harris is a an active soloist, teacher, and chamber musician, and has taught and performed 
throughout the US and the world. She is currently serving in her 30th season as Principal Flute of the 
Fargo-Moorhead Symphony. Other orchestral positions include the Breckenridge Music Institute. Peoria 
Symphony, Berkshire Opera, and Opera Illinois. Debora is Associate Professor of Flute at Concordia 
College, a position she has held since 2001. Recent guest artist engagements include the V, VI, and VII 
Festival de Flauta Traversa in Honduras, the Syrinx Flute Festival in Winnipeg, The InterHarmony Music 
Festival in Italy, The Big Flute Festival in Dublin, the Soiva International Music Camp in Finland, and the 
International Music Camp. 

Hart, Carolyn
Carolyn Hart, soprano, is a frequent performer of recital, oratorio and orchestral repertoire. She performs 
regularly throughout the U.S., Canada and Great Britain. She especially enjoys the collaboration of 
chamber music and the collaboration in commissioning new works. Her CD Not Your Usual Lineup 
features newly commissioned Canadian works for soprano, clarinet and piano. The Bliss of Solitude is a 
collaboration with pianist Daniel Paul Horn of Canadian Art Song. She has been frequently broadcast on 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) radio and television, as well as WFMT (Chicago). 

Carolyn holds degrees from the University of Toronto (Irene Jessner), and completed her Doctorate 
at the University of British Columbia (Phyllis Mailing) where her dissertation examined the vocal works 
of Barbara Pentland. Further studies have taken her to the Opera program at the Banff School of Fine 
Arts (Boris Goldovsky); Britten-Pears School (Peter Pears) in Aldeburgh, England; and the Académie de 
Musique (Hughes Cuenod) in Lausanne Switzerland. 

She has adjudicated extensively throughout Canada and has also served as juror for the Canada 
Council and the Eckhardt-Grammatté Competition. Before moving to Chicago, she was on faculty at the 
School of Music, Memorial University in St. John’s, Newfoundland where she was honoured with the 
“President’s Award for Outstanding Research”. Presently she is Professor and Chair of Voice at Wheaton 
College in Chicago where she was honoured with the “Senior Teaching Achievement Award.” 



Horn, Daniel Paul
Pianist Daniel Paul Horn performs in recital throughout North America, on WFMT-FM, and with 
Midwestern orchestras; in 2015, he appeared with the Sarajevo Philharmonic. He collaborates with 
members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, played in Beijing and on Bermuda with the MasterWorks 
Ensemble, and has performed with the Ying Quartet. He works with noted singers, and has premiered 
compositions of Jacob Bancks, Jacob Beranek, Delvyn Case, Richard Danielpour, David M. Gordon, 
Daniel Kellogg, and Max Raimi. He recorded the critically praised disc Wanderings on a Graf fortepiano, 
an all-Schumann solo recital, and discs with flutist Jennie Oh Brown, cellist Donald Moline, soprano 
Carolyn Hart, and baritone Gerard Sundberg. 

Horn studied at Peabody with Walter Hautzig, and at Juilliard, where he worked with Martin 
Canin and Felix Galimir, and earned his doctorate. He has also coached with Jerome Lowenthal, Ann 
Schein, Joseph Bloch, and Roy Howat, Menahem Pressler. Currently Professor and Keyboard Chair at 
the Wheaton College Conservatory of Music, where he has taught since 1984, and was honored with 
an Senior Academic Achievement Award, he has served as a faculty artist at the Sewanee, Adamant, 
MasterWorks, and Dakota Sky festivals, and is treasurer of the American Liszt Society.

Jin, Xinshuang
A native of China, Xinshuang Jin is an active soloist, accompanist, and chamber musician in both Asia 
and United States. Xinshuang is prolific with a wide range of repertoire and styles and has successfully 
given numerous solo concerts and ensemble performances. She won the Honor Student Scholarship 
from Middle School attached to Shenyang Conservatory of Music and was selected into the Ameri-
china International Elite Class of 2010 by world-renowned concert pianist Chu-Fang Huang. Xinshuang 
received her Bachelor of Music degree from East Tennessee State University and graduated summa cumda 
laude. Xinshuang received her master’s degree from Texas Christian University and she is currently 
pursuing her Doctor of Music in Piano Performance at Florida State University.

Apart from her performing and accompanying career, Xinshuang is also a devoted instructor with 
ten years of teaching experience and works with piano students of a wide age range both in the United 
States and China. She is currently a graduate assistant teaching Secondary Applied Piano lessons. As 
an educator, she has participated in conferences and given presentations for Music Teachers National 
Association and Florida State Music Teachers Association.

Xinshuang has participated in and performed solo pieces and chamber music at Brevard Music 
Festival, Heartland Chamber Music Festival, and Chautauqua Music Festival. She also won scholarships, 
grants, and prizes in various competitions including FSU X. Annual Competition, TMTA Collegiate Piano 
Solo Competition, FSMTA enrichment grants, TMTA Collegiate Piano Ensemble, and “Young Masters” of 
the II Future Stars International Piano Competition. 

Mears, Perry
Pianist Perry Mears performs regularly with singers and instrumentalists across the Midwest and 
around the country. He has recently appeared at Coe College, the Mississippi University for Women, 
the University of Alabama, Sneed State College, and numerous Memphis-area venues. He performs 
regularly with mezzo-soprano Loralee Songer, flutist John McMurtery, and members of Luna Nova 
Music. Previously on the faculty of Lee University, he has also been on the musical staff of the Schumann 
Liederfest in Zwickau, Germany and Charlottesville Opera. Dr. Mears holds degrees from the University 
of Memphis and the University of Maryland and is an alumnus of the Aspen Music Festival and School. 
He currently resides in Bettendorf, Iowa, where he maintains a large teaching studio, serves as the music 
director at St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, and directs the Music@St. Pete’s performing arts series. 

ComPosers & Performers



ComPosers & Performers

Songer, Loralee
Loralee Songer, mezzo-soprano, is an active recitalist, opera and oratorio performer, and conductor. 

A champion of art song, Loralee’s recital work has led to working with some of today’s most prolific 
coaches and composers, including Jake Heggie, John Musto, Libby Larsen, William Bolcom, Margo 
Garrett, Graham Johnson, and Martin Katz. Loralee participated in the summer program SongFest for 
two consecutive years and was named a 2013 Stern Fellow. In 2014, Loralee was a vocal fellow at the 
Tanglewood Music Center where she worked with such luminaries as Dawn Upshaw, John Harbison, and 
the late Phyllis Curtin. Her performances have been featured and reviewed in both the L.A. Times and 
The New York Times. 

Recent opera and musical theatre performances include the role of Mércèdes in Sempre Opera’s 
production of Carmen in South Africa (2018), Flora in La Traviata with Cedar Rapids Opera Theatre 
(2016), and Hannah Chaplin in the regional premiere of Chaplin with Revival Theatre Company (2019). 

Competitively, Loralee has been recognized for her vocal prowess, most recently being named a 
finalist in the prestigious The American Prize competition (2018). She proudly accepted an Alumni 
Citation Award from Ball State University in the fall of 2016. 

A full-time music department faculty member at Taylor University in Upland, IN, Loralee teaches 
voice, conducting, and Art as Experience. Dr. Songer holds the Doctor of Arts and Master of Music 
degrees in vocal performance from Ball State University and the Bachelor of Music degree from Taylor 
University. 

Weremchuk, George
George Weremchuk is an active performer and clinician in Florida and nationally/internationally. He is 
associate professor of saxophone at the University of Central Florida.
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Missoula, Montana 59802 USA
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